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STABILITY OF SECANT BUNDLES ON SECOND
SYMMETRIC POWER OF CURVES
SURATNO BASU AND KRISHANU DAN
Abstract. Given a rank r stable bundle over a smooth irreducible
projective curve C, there is an associated rank 2r bundle over S2(C),
the second symmetric power of C. In this article we study the slope
(semi-)stability of this bundle.
1. Introduction
Let C be a smooth, irreducible, projective curve of genus g ≥ 2 over C,
the field of complex numbers, and let Sn(C) denotes the n-fold symmetric
power of C. Given a vector bundle E of rank r on C, one can associate
a rank nr vector bundle Fn(E) on S
n(C). This bundle was first studied
by R. Schwarzenberger ([10]) for the case of line bundles, called it secant
bundle. He used it to study the ring of rational equivalence class of Sn(C).
It is natural to ask what properties of E will be inherited by Fn(E). In
particular we can ask the following questions:
(1) If E is (semi-)stable on C, then does it imply Fn(E) is (semi-)stable
on Sn(C) with respect to some suitably chosen ample divisor?
(2) If E and F are two bundles on C such that Fn(E) ≃ Fn(F ) on
Sn(C), then does it imply E ≃ F?
The question (2) has completely been answered when E and F are both
stable in [3], [5]. The question (1), in the case when E is a line bundle, is
treated in the papers [8], [4], [9]. Also, recently in [6] the authors consider
a rank 2 stable bundle E under some generality conditions and show that
F2(E) over S
2(C) is semi-stable. However, for a general rank r (semi-)stable
bundles the question (1) is not yet studied to the best of our knowledge. In
this short note we will make an attempt to understand the question (1) when
E is a (semi-)stable rank r bundle and n = 2.
More precisely, we prove the following
Theorem 1.1. Let E be a rank r vector bundle on C of degree d.
(i) If E is slope semi-stable and d ≥ r, the bundle F2(E) on S
2(C) is
slope semi-stable with respect to the ample class x+ C.
(ii) If E is slope stable and d > r, then the bundle F2(E) on S
2(C) is
slope stable with respect to x+ C.
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2. Preliminaries
Let C be a smooth, irreducible, projective curve of genus g ≥ 2 over the
field of complex numbers C. On the Cartesian product C × C, we have a
natural Z/2Z action by means of the involution σ : C×C → C×C, (x, y) 7→
(y, x). Let us denote the quotient space by S2(C). It is a smooth, irreducible,
projective surface over C, called the second symmetric power of curve. Let
π : C × C → S2(C) be the quotient map.
Let q1 and q2 be the projections from S
2(C)×C to S2(C) and C respec-
tively. Let
∆2 := {(D, z) ∈ S
2(C)× C | z ∈ Supp(D)} ⊂ S2(C)×C.
Then ∆2 is a smooth divisor of S
2(C) × C, called the universal effective
divisor of degree 2 on C. Let q : ∆2 → S
2(C) be the restriction of q1. Then
∆2 is a two-sheeted ramified cover of S
2(C).
Let E be a rank r vector bundle on C. Define
F2(E) := q∗(q
∗
2(E)|∆2).
Then F2(E) is a rank 2r vector bundle on S
2(C), called the secant bundle.
For x ∈ C, let us denote by x + C the reduced divisor in S2(C) whose
support is the set {x+ c : c ∈ C}, and let x denotes the cohomology class of
x + C in H2(S2(C),Q). Also let θ ∈ H2(S2(C),Q) be the pullback of the
cohomology class corresponding to the Theta divisor in Pic2(C) under the
natural morphism S2(C) → Pic2(C). If E is a rank r and degree d vector
bundle on C, then the first Chern character of F2(E) has the following
expression:
(1) ch(F2(E)) = d(1− e
−x)− r(g − 1) + r(g + 1 + θ)e−x
([1, Chapter VIII, Lemma 2.5], [2, p. 774]). From this we get the first Chern
class of F2(E) as
(2) c1(F2(E)) = (d− r(g + 1))x+ rθ.
3. Stability of Secant Bundles
Let C be a smooth, irreducible, projective curve over C of genus g ≥ 2
and let E be a rank r vector bundle of degree d on C. Throughout this
section, (semi-)stability will always mean slope (semi-)stability.
By [7, Chapter 3, Lemma 3.2.2], proving the semi-stability of F2(E)
on S2(C) with respect to x + C is same as proving the semi-stability of
π∗(F2(E)) on C × C with respect to the ample divisor H := π
∗(x + C) =
[x× C + C × x]. Using equation (2), we can see that ([6, p. 39])
c1(π
∗(F2(E))) = d[x× C + C × x]− r∆
where ∆ is the diagonal of C × C, and
(3) µH(π
∗(F2(E))) =
d− r
r
.
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Let pi : C × C → C be the i-th co-ordinate projections, i = 1, 2. The
vector bundles π∗(F2(E)) and p
∗
1(E) ⊕ p
∗
2(E) are isomorphic outside the
diagonal ∆. On C×C, these two vector bundles are related by the following
exact sequence:
(4) 0→ π∗(F2(E))→ p
∗
1(E)⊕ p
∗
2(E)
q
−→ E ≃ p∗1(E)|∆ ≃ p
∗
2(E)|∆ → 0
where the homomorphism q is defined as q : (u, v) 7→ u|∆ − v|∆. From this
exact sequence we get the following two exact sequences:
(5) 0→ p∗1(E)⊗OC×C(−∆)→ π
∗(F2(E))→ p
∗
2(E)→ 0,
and
(6) 0→ p∗2(E)⊗OC×C(−∆)→ π
∗(F2(E))→ p
∗
1(E)→ 0
[3, Section 3].
Note that, the action of Z/2Z on C×C lifts to an action on p∗1(E)⊕p
∗
2(E):
the fibers of p∗1(E) ⊕ p
∗
2(E) are permuted in the same way as that of any
element of C × C. Also the bundle π∗(F2(E)), being pull back from S
2(C),
is Z/2Z-equivariant. And the inclusion π∗(F2(E)) →֒ p
∗
1(E)⊕ p
∗
2(E) is also
Z/2Z-equivariant.
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1: (i) By above, it is sufficient to prove the
(semi-)stability of π∗(F2(E)) on C × C with respect to the ample divisor
H = [x×C+C×x]. Assume that E is semi-stable, d ≥ r and π∗(F2(E)) is
not semi-stable. Let A be the maximal destabilizing subsheaf of π∗(F2(E)).
Then, by (3), µH(A) > µH(π
∗(F2(E))) ≥ 0. Also A is reflexive and hence
locally free. Since H is Z/2Z-invariant, A has a Z/2Z-equivariant structure
such that the inclusion A →֒ π∗(F2(E)) is Z/2Z-equivariant (for a proof see
[9, Proposition 4.2.2]). Thus the composition of inclusions
(7) ψ : A →֒ π∗(F2(E)) →֒ p
∗
1(E)⊕ p
∗
2(E)
is also Z/2Z-equivariant. Hence it is sufficient to show that, for any subsheaf
A of π∗(F2(E)) with a Z/2Z equivariant structure such that the map ψ :
A →֒ p∗1(E)⊕ p
∗
2(E) is Z/2Z equivariant, we have µH(A) ≤ µH(π
∗(F2(E))).
Let A be such a subsheaf of π∗(F2(E)) of rank s. Let pri : p
∗
1(E)⊕p
∗
2(E)։
p∗i (E) be the i-th coordinate projection and ψi = pri ◦ ψ, i = 1, 2. Assume
that rank(Ker(ψ1)) = s1, and rank(Im(ψ1)) = s2. Using Z/2Z-equivariance
of ψ, we see that rank(Ker(ψ2)) = s1 and rank(Im(ψ2)) = s2. Also notice
that Ker(ψ1) ⊆ Im(ψ2) and Ker(ψ2) ⊆ Im(ψ1) so that s1 ≤ s2.
Assume s1 > 0. Restricting the exact sequence (5) to the curves of the
form C × x we get an exact sequence
0→ E ⊗OC(−x)→ π
∗(F2(E))|C×x → O
⊕r
C → 0.
Let A2 (respectively, A1) be the image (respectively, kernel) of the induced
map A|C×x → O
⊕r
C . Then we have the following commutative diagram:
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0 E ⊗OC(−x) π
∗(F2(E))|C×x O
⊕r
C 0
0 A1 A|C×x A2 0
where the rows are exact and the vertical arrows are injections. Note that,
rank(A1) = s1 and rank(A2) = s2. Since E is semi-stable, µ(A1) ≤
d−r
r
and µ(A2) ≤ 0. Combining these two we get that deg(A|C×x) ≤
s1(d−r)
r
.
Similarly, restricting the exact sequence (6) to the curves of the form x×C,
we get that deg(A|x×C) ≤
s1(d−r)
r
. Thus degH(A) ≤
2s1(d−r)
r
. Now s1 ≤ s2
implies that degH(A) ≤
s(d−r)
r
, i.e. µH(A) ≤ µH(π
∗(F2(E))). Note that,
from the above argument it follows that the inequality for deg(A|C×x) and
deg(A|x×C) also hold when s1 = 0. So in this case also, we get µH(A) ≤
µH(π
∗(F2(E))).
(ii) Let E be slope stable, and d > r. Let A˜ be a proper subsheaf of F2(E).
Taking double dual, if necessary, we may assume that A˜ is locally free. Then
A := π∗(A˜) is a locally free proper subsheaf of π∗(F2(E)) such that the
inclusion A →֒ π∗(F2(E)) is Z/2Z-equivariant. Now we proceed as above,
and using that E is slope stable and d > r we get µH(A) < µH(π
∗(F2(E))).
Consequently, µ{x+C}(A˜) < µ{x+C}(F2(E)).
This completes the proof.
Remark 3.2. Let M1 := MC (r, d)
s denotes the moduli space of stable
bundles on C of rank r and degree d, and let M2 := M
S2(C)
(c1, c2,H, 2r)
s
denotes the moduli space of stable bundles over S2(C), where the Chern
classes c1, c2 depend on d and r and can be computed via equation (1), and
H = x + C. Assume d > r. Then by the above theorem we get that the
moduli space M2 is non-empty and we have a morphism
Φ :M1 →M2, E 7→ F2(E).
Now using [5, Theorem 2.1], we see that the map Φ is injective, and the
differential map dΦ is also injective. In other words, Φ is an immersion.
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